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Enjoyment in bingo

Posted by saik - 2010/03/26 19:10
_____________________________________

Bingo is a gambling card game named by analogy to the game bingo. Each player is dealt X cards and Y
cards are dealt face down in common. The value of each hand is the sum of the values of each card,
where the cards have blackjack values. The cards on the board are gradually revealed with opportunities
to bet along the way. Bingo is usually played high-low with the pot being split between the players with
the highest and lowest point totals. The exception would be if one player loses all his cards he takes the
entire pot.
One example of play is "Sixty Six Bingo". Each player gets six cards and there are six common cards. In
this case there would be rounds of betting before any common cards are turned over, after the first two
cards are turned over, after the third and fourth cards are turned over and after the fifth and sixth cards
are turned over.
While similar to the game bingo, the card game should not be confused with bingo cards, which are used
to play bingo or housie Video Poker
poker tables
============================================================================

Re:Enjoyment in bingo

Posted by markcasino - 2010/07/14 14:25
_____________________________________

Now a days online bingo games are becoming very popular.Online or cyber bingo allows the players to
play and enjoy these exciting games from the comforts of their home. There are several sites that offer a
range of games that can be played online. These also offer attractive rewards and bingo prizes to the
winners as well.
I am also fan of BINGO..........
============================================================================

Re:Enjoyment in bingo
Posted by anandk - 2010/08/05 13:47

_____________________________________

Great Article Keep it up ! ! ! !
============================================================================

Re:Enjoyment in bingo
Posted by elinflrs - 2010/09/29 14:53

_____________________________________

Bingo is a game that used to be played long time back along with all the members of family and spend
sometime together, but with the advent of gaming over the Internet and having some instant popularity
just changed a lot of things. This has went on to become one of the best games played by most of the
people.
============================================================================
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Re:Enjoyment in bingo

Posted by evlnprez - 2010/11/25 14:50
_____________________________________

Bingo is a game that has come across some instant popularity because the ease of playing it and at the
same time providing some good chances of winning some good amount of money, this has without a
doubt gone a long way and now it a played by a huge number of people throughout the world.
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